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Hi, I’m Galo. 

I’m a maker. I take on roles as a Product 
Designer, Full-Stack developer or digital 
strategist to create, build and design easy-to-
use products, aimed to meet business goals 
with enjoyable user experiences.



Qualifications

Bsc Business Informatics Engineering 
(Universidad Técnica Federico Santa María, Ecuador/Chile) 

 
Master in Interaction Design - UX 
(The University of Queensland, Australia) 

Cloud Computing Certificate 
(Escuela Organización Industrial, España - Google)

2004 - 2009

2015

2014 - 2015



What  
I do  
best

❖ I create and design products from scratch: researching, taking ideas into 
action, creating its user experience, and planning a go-to-market strategy. 

❖ I have experience Designing and coding UIs for nearly all kinds of software: 
web platforms, corporate sites, online stores, enterprise systems, mobile apps 
(iOS and Android), and even desktop apps for Win & Mac. 

❖ My understanding of the design and engineering worlds, helps me act 
smoothly as a bridge throughout the software development cycle, and bring 
value to any product team.



Design & Tech Skills

Design 

❖ Holistic UX strategy. 

❖ UI Design for  
Web, Mobile & Desktop apps. 

❖ Personas, sketching, user flows, wire flows, 
wireframes, prototyping and use cases. 

❖ Usability testing. 

❖ Responsive design. 

❖ Graphic design tools:  
Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, Figma, 
Sketch, Zeplin, Balsamiq. 

❖ Video editing. 

❖ Specialization in designing for content.

Engineering 

❖ Full-stack development 

❖ Python / PHP 

❖ HTML 5 / CSS 3 / JavaScript 

❖ React JS / React Native / jQuery 

❖ Django / Symfony / Wordpress 

❖ MySQL / SQL Lite / PostgreSQL 

❖ API development & integrations with 
AWS/Stripe/Paypal, etc… 

❖ Basic server-side performance 
optimization and setup (devOps) 

❖ GIT



Product Skills

Management 

❖ Defining product goals, project scopes, 
creating roadmaps. 

❖ Go-to-market strategies, and follow up on 
metrics & KPIs to take decisions. 

❖ Experience executing online business 
models such as SaaS, Subscription, 
Freemium, e-commerce in marketplaces. 

❖ Content strategy, with specialization on 
multi-sided platforms and media. 

❖ Requirements gathering and convert them 
into technical specs. 

❖ Project management throughout the 
software development cycle (SCRUM)

❖ User/content acquisition strategies to 
create online communities. 

❖ Data-driven decision maker. 

❖ Experience coordinating teams  
of up to 40 members. 

❖ Tech projects negotiations directly with 
clients since 2007 (Digital agencies) 

❖ Remote work experience since 2013. 

❖ Award-winning speaker*

*1st place winner on the Inter-American Development Bank’s “Demands 
Solutions” pitch competition event. Miami, FL, 2017. Prize of $30k.



Featured projects



https://www.getinkspired.com

Inkspired is a platform that connects readers and  
writers, where they can discover, write and publish  
creative stories and book series.

As its creator, I have seeing myself as the product 
designer, project manager, backend engineer, front-end 
developer and the UI designer across all different web, 
mobile and desktop apps. 

As a result, I have been sitting in the intersection of all 
aspects of the product: the business, the tech, and the 
customer, while building the overall User Experience and 
growing a community that, as of early 2021, has over 
500,000 users. 



https://www.getinkspired.com

One of the greatest challenges of 
designing for a platform like Inkspired 
is to design for content and for 
engagement.  

Interactive content and they way it’s 
presented to users, in multiple ways, 
is key to increase engagement 
metrics and drive growth. 

Inkspired’s website is fully available in 
Engl ish, Spanish, Portuguese, 
French, German, Russian, and 
Turkish.



https://www.getinkspired.com

Designing a single interface for reading 
and following the progress of a story, 
has been regarded as one of the most 
appreciated achievements in our site by 
our community; which, in conjunction 
with the overall experience as a user-
friendly and visually delightful site, has 
kept the brand as a very high 
positioned platform for our authors. 

Multiple iterations, usability tests, active 
feedback and data analysis were 
required to achieve this; along with user 
research and a deep understanding of 
how users get their tasks done. 

More at https://getinkspired.com/en/
testimonials/



https://www.getinkspired.com

Designing the Inkspired experience has not been a simple task. It required designing for multiple 
aspects of a product: how content is read and accessed, how content can be found, and how 
content will be produced.  

In order to achieve a great user experience for both readers and writers, I had to research their habits, 
needs, and goals; as well as to get to know our audience’s profile very well. The beauty of a good 
design approach is to keep things as lean as possible and hide any sort of complex functionality. The 
editor screen looks clean, but the algorithms behind it could not be more complex.



https://www.getinkspired.com

Among the other aspects that had to be taken into account when designing a multi-sided platform, 
is to design for interaction and engagement, where the primary actions should prompt 
communications between both sides of the community. This goes beyond “likes” and “comments”, 
but to proper functionalities on the right space, that entices users to sign up for a conversation.



https://www.getinkspired.com/mobile/ 
Inkspired Writer Mobile (iOS / Android)



https://www.getinkspired.com/mobile/ 
Inkspired Writer Mobile (iOS / Android)

Inkspired Writer Mobile is an ambitious project that I participated as a 
product designer, project manager and co-developer using 
React Native as a technology.  

The app is available (with massive great reviews) in the Apple App 
Store (iOS) and Google Play Store (Android), and its possible to 
install in your phone or tablet. 

The Inkspired Writer app’s goal is to bring a super-fast and reliable 
experience for writing and publishing your stories directly from your 
smartphone, while allowing you to have full control of your content, its 
information, and your account preferences. The editor has a state of 
the art engineering supporting different data types, formatting and 
syncing across devices. Also, one of the key features of the app 
involves offline writing, handling all possible scenarios in case of lack of 
internet connection. 

The app is fully available in English, Spanish, Portuguese, French and 
German.



As part of the Inkspired platform, I designed and launched an iOS and an Android app fully focused on 
the reading experience of stories and microfictions. The Inkspired Reader app (in contrast to the Inkspired 
Writer app built on React Native) were coded in their own native language (Objective-C and Java). We plan 
to integrate these apps in the future to one single code base in its sister React Native app. 

I acted not only as a product designer, but also as the product/project manager handling the scope and 
deliverables with external developers. As the designer, I took care of the UX, the visual layout, the product 
interactions. I also had full hands-on the backend development for the rest API that the apps needs 
to connect with.

https://www.getinkspired.com/mobile/ 
Inkspired Reader Mobile (iOS / Android)



 
 

As previously stated, these mobile apps are designed specifically around reading and finding content, but 
with the exception writing microfictions, which are mini-stories of 500 characters (similar to Tweets in Twitter feed).  

This constriction has earned the platform a lot of fans who appreciated the higher quality of stories being published. 
But as the platform started to grow in user base and functionalities, the demands grew as well. With better 
resources and technological foundations in the API, we were able to produce a complementary app for writing. 

The app is fully available in English, Spanish and Portuguese, and is not receiving further updates as we are 
migrating the code base to React Native.

https://www.getinkspired.com/mobile/ 
Inkspired Reader Mobile (iOS / Android)



 

https://getinkspired.com/universes/

I participated as a sole creator in a new tool using 
Inkspired’s technologies & APIs.  
 
I created, designed, coded and launched an 
initiative called “Universes”, which is a  
world-building tool that works as a smart aggregator 
of stories within the platform (and beyond).

“Universes” helps users to organize and connect their 
ideas  of any fictional storytelling work, as you can create 
Glossaries for Characters, Places, Events, Cultures, 
Societies, Items, Vehicles, Organizations, etc…, make 
relationships between each other, and then show visual 
maps to your readers to help them navigate throughout 
your fictional world in a super-easy way, allowing you to 
even full-customize your universe’s page just like Wix.  

“Universes” is a powerful tool that allows, basically, to 
create your own Wikipedia for your stories. Over 1200 
“universes” were created within 48 hours of its launch.



 https://getinkspired.com/universes/



https://getinkspired.com/writer/

As part of the Inkspired platform, I acted as a Product Designer of an ambitious Smart Editor for fiction 
authoring. I designed the UI/UX of this Desktop App for Mac & Windows, while also working on its front-
end code and the API that linked the app with our web platform. 

We used ReactJS for the front-end along with Electron as a framework.

 Inkspired Writer Desktop (MacOS / Windows)



 

Designing for a Desktop app involves different approaches than designing for a Web or Mobile app, as we 
aimed for fluidity, optimal interactions, great performance and responsiveness. We used web technologies 
to build a similar UI that the one I implemented on the Inkspired’s Web Dashboard. However, I took 
advantage of the native perks of a desktop app to maximize its utility, and aimed to make the  product 
work without requiring internet connection.

https://getinkspired.com/writer/
 Inkspired Writer Desktop (MacOS / Windows)



 

I designed the editor for simplicity, responsiveness and customization. Users are able to customize their own 
writing experience, while keeping it clean, distraction-free, and writing-centered. The editor was not designed 
only in terms of visual appealing but also on functionality, with a permanent auto-save, and a AI that analyzes 
words input that identifies characters, events and places in the story. It is also possible to switch chapters in 
real-time without loosing content and reloading.

 

https://getinkspired.com/writer/
 Inkspired Writer Desktop (MacOS / Windows)



 

Designing the walkthrough was both, fun and functional. It is the way the product introduces the user to its 
capacities. Inkspired Writer has been designed to be as easy-to-use, intuitive and simple as possible. Although, 
as a designer, I felt the need to introduce a small initial walkthrough with the mission of not to explain how it 
works, but what the tool can potentially do for you as a user. 

https://getinkspired.com/writer/
 Inkspired Writer Desktop (MacOS / Windows)



Promo video

As a manager of the product who worked also on its business model and go-to-market strategies, I also co-
created the Inkspired Writer’s promo video. I directed the scenes, created the script and crafted the concept 
according to the product’s vision, while the video filming/editing itself was done by another team member.

 https://getinkspired.com/writer/



I worked as a full-stack developer and a visual design for the Chilean/Ecuadorian architecture firm Mari Isabel Fuentes, 
designing a visual portfolio of her vast work in creating private projects.

 Ecuador 2020
mariaisabelfuentes.com



I worked as a full-stack developer for PVRA, a 
glass company in Portugal, to develop a pixel-
perfect template for its Shopify Online Store, 
and be able to sell their high-end catalog of 
shaped glasses. 

pvradesign.com
Portugal 2018



I worked as a full-stack developer for Playdate 
Australia’s website: a community of parents who 
wants to meet other parents, within Australia. 

Playdate Australia allowed parents to create 
events, groups, and contact other parents nearby 
to meet up and hang out with their children. 

I specifically worked on:  

- Improving the User Experience by fixing 
usability issues. 

- Coded new front-end UI to support new back-
end features. 

- Worked in server tuning, crons, and process 
optimization. 

- Mobile responsiveness 

Current status: After operating between 2013 - 
2016, the website has been paused.

http://www.playdateaustralia.com.au
Australia 2015



eluniverso.com is the most important and 
visited website in Ecuador. I acted as the 
Project manager for its 2013 redesign.  

I created, designed and led the project, 
which included building a new CMS, 
redesign the UI of the entire site, refocus 
the brand’s digital use, and optimize the 
process of content creation in the 
journalism department. 

I had to coordinate different teams of 
engineering, design, journalism, 
advertising, digital marketing, and IT, while 
dealing directly with stakeholders, 
directors and managers, and convince 
them about my vision and make sure the 
new user experience met all the business 
goals, and the journalists had a faster way 
to create and publish news articles. 

http://www.eluniverso.com
Ecuador 2013



Worked as the project manager and the UI 
designer of a standalone web version of the 
main website of eluniverso.com - the most 
visited news media site in Ecuador.  

The objective was to provide a new optimized 
experience that could maximize the readability 
and findability of news media content on mobile 
devices, since until that moment the company’s 
site did not had any support for it. 

The challenge was to convert the vast 
information from the website, to a simplified 
experience - and coordinate the different areas 
involved (external providers, stakeholders, 
journalists and engineers) to work together on 
what needed to be donde to make the project 
work. 

The outcome was great as the site got 
optimized to render perfectly in every screen 
size and mobile device.

Mobile & iPhone app
Ecuador 2011

http://m.eluniverso.com



Alchemy CMS

Built and designed a multi-functional CMS with  
a flexible API, specialized in managing digital content 
for publishers. 

Alchemy is the technology I built to support 
Inkspired’s core, acting as it’s first client. 

Currently, it’s being used by a couple of ecuadorian 
and chilean publishers to handle, create, publish and 
distribute content internally within their organizations.

United States 2014 - 2017



Fackellauf app

Fackellauf, was a seasonal mobile project 
designed and built for a 10-day marathon 
between Italy, Switzerland and Germany. 
The apps were launched in late 2014, and 
its objective was to keep track of the 
progress of all the runners in the race every 
10 km, while sharing their experience and 
letting users around the world support them 
with messages.  

I coordinated the work with a mobile 
engineer, while I designed the UI and built 
the API using a Django framework. 

The app was available for iOS and Android 
from 2014 to 2016.

Australia 2014



Spotcamp was a mobile-only ambitious 
app that, using AI, made tai lored 
recommendations of events and places to 
users, depending on what they like, in the 
city they were traveling to. 

I worked as the Product and UI Designer, 
designing for data and user interaction, 
with multiple levels of gamification. I 
assembled a team of 2 engineers, and 
directed the execution of the technology, 
while taking charge the direction and the 
user experience of the product. 

We launched the app after 6 months of 
development, and it was on the market for 
a year and a half until we decided to shut it 
down.

http://www.spotcamp.com 
http://download.spotcamp.com

Ecuador 2012 - 2013



Ecuavisa

As full-stack developer and a designer, 
I got to work with the most prominent 
and popular TV channel in the country, 
in a project that involved several 
departments, and high level 
management. 

I gathered all the requirements direct 
form the client, coded and designed 
functionalities to support those 
requirements. At the same time, I was 
in charge of handling all the 
communications and doing the project 
management alongside the client. 
Coordinated the connection between 
the website and their databases using 
APIs, and provided support for the 
official launch. 

The project was large considering the 
amount of requirements and personnel 
involved, the amount of users on the 
site, and the high level eye for detail.

http://www.ecuavisa.com
Ecuador 2009 - 2013



UX design process*

*Limited info and media availability due to NDAs on past projects



Creating the User Experience of

1    Identifying the problem 

2    Understanding the user by creating personas 

3    Brainstorming possible solutions 

4    Sketching, Wire-framing, user flows 

5    Prototyping solutions and testing 

6    User Interface 

7    The “voice” and the brand

 

The journey



It all started as a personal problem. 

My experience of writing a fiction book over 
the years without any feedback from 
readers, and struggling to get it published 
once it was done, appeared as a major 
obstacle in my intent of getting my story 
read by people. It just felt as the entire 
approach to writing a book was wrong.  

I was not alone. Within a few days, I 
realized that dozens and hundreds of 
people I started talking to, and thousands 
around the world, shared the same pain. 

The experience of writing and getting 
published was bad, slow, often unfair and 
limited to a selected few.

 

To identify this problem, and understand all 
the context behind the interactions between 
each party and process of publishing, I used a 
UX technique called “framing”, which focuses 
on “observing” the problem from different 
perspectives. 

In this scenario, I considered the needs, 
feelings, and goals of the writers, the book 
publishers, and the readers.

Identifying the 
problem1



 
Identifying the 
problem

The findings were surprising. 

Emerging writers felt the need to be read. 
That was their ultimate goal even more 
important than monetizing their work. 

Because of this, writers wanted to connect 
with an audience, and create followers: a fan-
base; ultimately, they just wanted to write. 

Book publishers, on the other hand, feel the 
risk that emerging writers represents for their 
business. They understand that the process 
of editing, distribution, marketing, illustration, 
represents a big investment that, sometimes, 
is not worth to take. But the problem with 
book publishers is not only the process of 
publishing itself but finding the right talent to 
connect with.

Finally, readers had an interesting need. They 
needed a reliable source to find new stories to 
read even if that meant to take on serials that 
were in progress. Readers needed a new 
challenge for reading stories beyond the 
traditional spectrum but narrowed it down to 
what they felt was of their interest. 

We understood that there was a notable gap 
between the needs of all of these personas: 
there was space to create a value proposition. 

To fully understand the context of the 
problem, and the dynamics of how it evolves 
over time is key to get a clear insight about 
the people who you are designing for, which 
will ultimately lead to design the right solution.

1



 
Understanding the user by 
creating personas2

The only way to understand the users I was 
about to design a solution for, was by 
talking to them about the pain that they 
were having and observing how they were 
trying to solve it at that time. 

Focus groups, interviews, and observation 
were great tools to research how they were 
working and the process they had, as I 
personally ran at least 15 sessions initially 
with different groups of people with different 
backgrounds and experiences, not only 
limited to a location, but also with people in 
other parts of the world.  

I often mixed groups of established authors 
and emerging writers with readers and 
people from the publishing industry.

The notes that I took were used to create 
narratives their profiles and their experiences. 

I used these narratives to create cards of 
fictional people, based on the profiles of the 
people I encountered in my field research, called 
“Persona”. I even added names to each one. 

The importance of creating a “Persona”, is to 
finally have a defined “model” with a clear 
“problem” and “role” to design for. These 
were my pillars for creating a design that was 
user-centered aimed to solve a real problem. 

Is important to note that until this day, on every 
major iteration of our work, due to the product’s 
evolution, I need to re-think the model of the 
“Personas” I’m designing for.



 
Brainstorming possible 
solutions3

One of my favorite parts of the design 
process, as it lets me explore many 
different creative ideas to tackle problems 
of the “Personas”. 

At Inkspired, we had a concept map for 
each one, and we created storyboards of 
“user journeys” for each Persona, to 
figure out what would be the ideal solution 
for each one, and how the users on a multi-
sided platform would “interact” with each 
other. 

Sessions lasted a few weeks as we came 
out with 3 different approaches that could 
lead to a potential solution.

The end-goal of brainstorming was not to 
come out with a solution right away, but to 
explore possibilities. In our case, it was the 
testing of these 3 possible solutions alongside 
with the potential users and customers which 
defined the “right solution” that I chose. 

Even the name “Inkspired”, came out of 
several brainstorming sessions where we 
considered several names related to books, 
novels, fiction. At the end, we chose Inkspired 
because it was an interesting combination of 
“Ink” (the source of writing) and inspiration.



 
Sketching, Wire-framing, 
user flows4

The mission was to test our approaches “on 
the cheap”, as I remember me and a 
colleague creating paper prototypes of a 
website and a mobile app, and testing the 
possible interactions with our target user: in 
our case, we started with an emerging writer 
and an avid reader.  

The results gave me a clear insight on where 
to start refining the sketches. With that at 
hand, I finally proceed to sketch out what 
could be a possible solution.  

I sketched a series of wireframes with their 
own “page flows” and navigation, in the 
middle of collaborative sessions with a 
colleague and a few writers. I remember 
having 2 different information architectures for 
the same screen.

The purpose was to choose the best 
experience with a “less is more” approach. 

At the end, I was left with a small batch of 
wireframes for an initial mobile app that was 
aimed for readers, while I designed a web 
experience specifically for writing on a 
minimalist editor. 

Sketching and wire-framing possible solutions 
were the product of a series of sessions and 
iterations that started on paper and then were 
translated into digital assets. Balsamiq was 
the preferred tool. However, no solution was 
created yet (at least not one that I thought of) 
as I needed to prototype them first and 
observe the user’s behaviors with the current 
proposals.



 
Sketching, Wire-framing, 
user flows4

Example of an Initial wire 
flow of the user journey on 
the web: the scenario was a 
writer that wants to write and 
publish a story for the first 
time. 

We tested multiple iterations 
of this journey.



 
Sketching, Wire-framing, 
user flows4

Initial draft of the website’s 
information architecture, which 
w a s l a t e r c h a n g e d a s w e 
prototyped solutions.

Initial wire flow of how a writer 
will upload a cover picture to 
his/her stories, and choose 
templates.



 
Prototyping solutions 
and testing5

With the wireframes of a possible solution at 
hand, we used prototyping tools such as 
POP and MARVEL, to create interactive apps 
that a user could use on their phones. This 
low fidelity prototype was not fancy. The 
screens were far from a sketch but way less 
than an actual eye-candy user interface. It was 
good enough for the user to see the content 
and navigate through all the screens using 
interactive clicks. I remember only using colors 
to highlight primary and secondary actions. 
That was our main interest. 

The prototype itself was the entire experience 
of the app without even laying out a single line 
of code. It worked, without being built. We 
made it on the cheap, and fast, to see if the 
possible solution we were offering was 
actually solving our user’s pain.

Testing my solution with real potential users 
gave me a great level of feedback. I was close 
to creating something that was valuable to them 
and designed specifically for their needs, but it 
would still take the process of prototyping - 
testing - iterating a few more times until I got a 
more refined prototype with real results.  

Back in those days, I even used these 
prototypes to get some initial funding and 
colleagues on board. The idea was not just an 
idea anymore: it was quite tangible and 
apparently useful to those who were using it. 

With notes taken, now it was time to decide 
what should be an MVP. I decided to go for a 
mobile-first approach since it was a clearer 
focus on content-on-the-go, and a narrower 
scope to work with for an initial release.



 
Prototyping solutions 
and testing5

Then I created the initial scope of the project based on the prototype results. The screens highlighted with blue were 
what was defined as the MVP for the iOS mobile app, whilst the ones highlighted on yellow was our “Phase 2” which 
to date has already been accomplished.



 
User 
Interface6

The results of the prototyping sessions were 
promising, and I knew what I had to 
change, what I had to add, and what was 
not necessary at all (not for an initial version 
anyway).  

Based on this, I decided to write detailed 
design specifications (that will later become 
engineering functionalities specs) along with 
visual design guidelines. I tend to write 
rules for a specific design piece depending 
for what and whom I’m designing for.  

In the case of Inkspired, the design rule was 
to always minimize the noise and maximize 
the content: its readability and find-ability. 
The color scheme was also very important 
to support this and to guide the user’s path.

I started by laying out a possible set of 
color schemes that could support the 
experience of writing and reading. 

In the writing spectrum, since Inkspired 
was meant to be focused on fiction, I 
needed a color scheme centered in 
sparking creativity, whilst on the reading 
experience side, I needed a color scheme 
free from distractions. 

Using common conventions for all the 
interactions was also key to make an 
introductory product and an easy-to-use 
(and easy-to-learn) interface. After all, 
the beauty of a design is the ability to hide 
complex patterns and make them as 
usable as possible.



 
User 
Interface6

Some of the first designs (MVP, 
BETA v1) that I made for the 
Inkspired’s iOS app back in 2014.

A great user-centered design from the very 
beginning, easy to navigate and access 
content proved to be worthwhile over the 
time, since we have not seen the need to 
entirely revamp the App’s main information 
architecture; only update it with incremental 
changes.



 
User 
Interface6

First UI design of the site’s Dashboard back in 
2015 versus the current Dashboard’s design on 
late 2017. 

The current’s approach is more centered in 
organizing the writer’s work.



 
User 
Interface6

First UI design of the site’s Editor back 
in 2015 versus the current Editor’s 
design on late 2017. 

Note how simplicity remains as the 
main focus on the writing experience.



 
User 
Interface6

First UI design of the story’s profile back in 2015 versus the 
current story’s profile design on late 2017. Note how the 
content changed from being limited to mobile access only to 
be displayed in a one-pager.



 The “voice” and the brand7
The storytelling on the site is as important 
as everything else. It’s “the voice” guiding 
you as a user and the personality that you 
want the brand to have towards you. It’s 
the attitude, it’s the experience. 

The site is translated in 4 languages until 
now, and each one approaches the 
communication in different ways. In 
Spanish, for example, where usually the 
language tends to be more formal on 
websites, we took the approach of being 
direct, young and informal; this kind of 
attitude has been well received by our 
younger/millennial users, as they can relate 
more to the brand than the typical grey-
ish / serious sites speaking to non-humans.

All of these small details, in combination 
with the color scheme, usability, feedback 
on actions, and performance, creates the 
holistic user experience that makes 
Inkspired today a great product to use. 

The lesson is that creat ing user 
experiences is not just a phase during 
project management; it’s a lifetime cycle, 
always evolving, and forever present in 
every single day of the product’s life.



 The “voice” and the brand7
This is the evolution of the brand, based on a study of 
the product’s perception and the projection of what we 
wanted to portray. We migrated from communicating a 
message of bold serious print, to creative art and be 
able to explore different ways of storytelling.



 The “voice” and the brand7
Devoted to strengthening the brand’s presence, I developed a brief story and 
characters that act as introducers to the “Inkspired” world and all the benefits of the 
platform, through nice and easy-to-understand storytelling.



Contact

galo@gavc.net 

+352 661 273 400 

Skype: gavcnet 

linkedin.com/in/galovargas 

Galo A. Vargas 
Product Manager / Designer / Full-stack developer

Luxembourg City, Luxembourg. 

Guayaquil, Ecuador.  


